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Demand charges now make up the majority of
an average supermarket's electricity bill and
continue to grow at 5%+ per year.

TOU energy rates are a direct response to grid
energy prices that fluctuate from negative to
20x the average price.

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
estimates that 1 in 4 businesses across the US

could benefit today from energy flexibility.
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STOP IGNORING THE MAJORITY OF
YOUR ELECTRICITY BILL: POWER
Why supermarkets need an intelligent power
management strategy
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For 100 years, supermarket owners
have focused on keeping

perishable food COLD

The growing importance of POWER, or when energy is used
Power directly affects Demand Charges and has a significant impact on the average Time of Use (TOU) energy charges paid by
supermarkets. Now, when you consume energy is more significant than how much you consume.

For the last 20 years, the emphasis has
been on reducing ENERGY (kWh)

consumption of the store

kWh

Now, supermarket owners must focus
on managing POWER (kW), which
drives 60-70% of their electricity bill

Multiple trends are forcing utilities to charge their customers more for POWER

Want to know the details behind each of these trends?
Check out this article by the Advanced Energy Economy

https://goo.gl/bhsmLn

These trends pose a
challenge for large,
inflexible energy users:
you must either adapt
or incur ever greater
utility bills

Utilities also need flexible energy consumers, and they're willing to
pay them for it - offering significant incentives for energy storage

In response and to recoup their costs, utilities are increasing
demand charges and Time of Use rates for their customers

Intermittent solar, wind, and electric vehicle charging are
exploding in popularity and rapidly altering electricity markets

Read the full report
https://goo.gl/gZdkFo
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NO MIDDLE GROUND: CHOOSE POWER FLEXIBILITY, OR LOSE MONEY

By missing out on a
utility energy storage
incentive

In higher demand
charges, which are
growing ~5% per yrContinual increases in electricity bills and missed revenue from grid

programs lead to a significant and continual decline in profitability and

competitiveness (numbers are for 10 stores in California)

In higher average
energy rates from
Time of Use pricing

By not participating
in grid services
programs

In perishable inventory
from each power
outage per store

$2,000,000

$250,000/yr

$100,000/yr

$80,000/yr

$100,000

Example is for typical grocery stores in California, using a blend of SCE, PG&E, and SDG&E tariff structures
and existing available energy storage incentives

B) LOSE MONEY
By choosing to do nothing

A) POWER FLEXIBILITY
By choosing the Refrigeration Battery

Supermarkets are some of the least flexible electricity
consumers because the refrigeration system must operate
24/7 to keep the food cold, leaving them vulnerable to
utility rate changes.

Supermarkets are mature, volume-driven businesses with
razor-thin 1.38% average profit margins, so unexpected or
rising costs can have an enormous impact on profit.

Cumulative benefit of choosing power flexibility at 10 supermarkets
The Refrigeration Battery transforms large, fixed refrigeration loads into intelligent, flexible energy
storage capacity, unleashing multiple benefits (shown in blue below)

$16.9M

$8.7M

$26.3M

There is no middle ground. As utility rates change and power
costs increase, you must choose:

Energy is a supermarket’s third-largest cost, after real
estate and employee costs. This is primarily driven by the
refrigeration system, which uses 55% of the electricity in
an average store.

Utility Incentive
Utilities need energy storage to balance all of
the variable generation and are paying for it.

Food Spoilage Avoidance
Prevent food spoilage with backup cooling, a
service offered by the RB.

Grid Services Revenue
Activate new revenue streams by participating
in demand response, capacity markets, etc.

Lower Demand Charges
Decrease power consumption during peak
demand periods.

Lower Time of Use (TOU) rates
Reduce your effective energy rate by shifting
consumption to less expensive periods.

WHICH PATH ARE
YOUR COMPETITORS

ON?



Energy storage, designed for grocery
The Refrigeration Battery (RB) is a non-invasive retrofit that adds long-
duration, thermal energy storage capacity to your central refrigeration
system. The RB freezes tanks of salt water at night - effectively "storing
cooling" for later use. The RB can then intelligently deploy that cooling
to decrease power consumption on demand.

Equal parts hardware and software
The RB's cloud-based software uses machine learning and predictive
analytics to continuously adjust the power curve of fleets of buildings.
It intelligently adapts to weather, building load changes, new utility
tariffs, demand response programs, etc. in order to maximize savings
and revenue for each customer.

CHOOSE POWER FLEXIBILITY
The Refrigeration Battery: The Power Management Platform for the Cold Chain

The Refrigeration Battery transforms power-hungry central refrigeration systems into
lucrative energy storage assets. One solution, three enormous benefits:

Axiom deploys the Refrigeration Battery into your fleet as a turnkey managed service.
No up front cost, no up front risk.

Simple payback = 0 years.
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FLEXIBILITY
Lower your utility bills, hedge
against accelerating electricity
price volatility, and unlock new
revenue streams.

RESILIENCY
Avoid food spoilage. The RB
enables 4+ hours of continuous
refrigeration in the event of a
power outage.

INTELLIGENCE
Autonomously adjust to
changing rate schedules,
building loads, weather, etc. to
maximize customer benefit.

The RB intelligently modulates its rate of charge /
discharge based on building power, refrigeration system
capacity, outdoor air temperature, state of charge, and
other factors to help maximize customer benefits.
The net effect is to:

1. Lower demand charges
2. Lower average energy rates
3. Enable participation in grid services programs like
Demand Response (not shown)
4. Enable backup cooling operation when the power
goes out (not shown)

Supermarket power consumption over a 24 hour period
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How the Refrigeration Battery lowers operational costs and unlocks new revenue
In the example below, the Refrigeration Battery intelligently shapes a store's load profile by charging at night and discharging during the day.

Peak demand &
energy charges

during these hours


